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Availability of large amount and variety of information and decision making problems in 
various complex systems ranging from transportation, supply chain, energy to logistics; have 
placed the need for the development & successful application of advanced intelligent 
approaches. It is argued that intelligent approaches such as analytics and optimisation 
techniques drive smarter decisions, faster actions and optimise outcomes in this era. 
However, there are no single best analytical or optimisation technique to deal with the 
challenges in various complex systems. It is due to the fact that a technique/approach may 
show a better performance for a given problem instance; but, it does not guarantee better 
solution when applied to decision making problems in other areas. Hence, the development 
of new solution techniques or modifications of existing techniques are very much needed to 
suit the decision making problem at hand. This special issue focuses on fast-growing and 
promising area of intelligent approaches applied to complex systems that have drawn great 
deal of attention from researchers over the years.     
One particular focus of this special issue is to bring together different aspects of nature 
inspired computing research work on neural networks, support vector machines, fuzzy logic 
and evolutionary computation. This special issue cover a wide range of applications from 
pattern recognition and system modelling, to intelligent control problems and biomedical 
applications. These methods in itself or combined with others can inform each other for 
better accuracy, computational time, and computational cost. The anticipated areas of 
application for this research theme are transportation systems, manufacturing & industrial 
systems, logistics and supply chain, healthcare systems. 
One of the major methodological areas which have received considerable attention in past 
decade is nature inspired evolutionary optimisation approaches. These methods have been 
successfully used in resolving optimisation problems in variety of areas such healthcare [1], 
transportation [2, 3], logistics ([4, 5]), industrial planning [6], scheduling [7-9], 
manufacturing [10-14], and service systems [15, 16]. Das et al. [17] have tried to link 
different phases of Product Life cycle (PL) such as design, manufacturing and service via 
surrogate modelling and multi-disciplinary optimization (MDO) approach.  Prakash et al., 
[18] proposed a constraint-based simulated annealing (CBSA) approach to solve the 
disassembly scheduling problem. Prakash et al., [19] presented approach for metrology site 
selection in semi-conductor industry using Forward Component Site Selection (FSCA). Shukla 
et al., [4] presented a novel approach by using portfolio of algorithms to address logistics 
problem considering stochastic demands and mobility allowance. Tyagi et al. [20] proposed 
an evolutionary sticker based DNA algorithm to solve an optimal part orientation problem in 
layered manufacturing. Tyagi et al. [21] developed a fuzzy goal programming model for 
optimization of lead time and cost in an overlapped product development using a Gaussian 
Adaptive Particle Swarm Optimization-based approach. Further, a non-discrete ant colony 
optimisation (NdACO) has been proposed by Tyagi et al. [22] in order to find out the optimal 
lead time and cost in a product development project.  
 
Another area is data mining and machine learning where several intelligent approaches 
have been used to resolve real life problems. Such examples include rainfall prediction [23], 
wastewater influent flow prediction [24], wastewater quality prediction [25, 26], over-
temperature prediction [27] where authors have developed/utilized advanced neural 
network approaches to develop long term prediction models. Shukla, et al., [28] have used 
fuzzy- neural network approach for solving trave mode choice prediction for large scale 
urban transportation systems simulation and planning. Another approach based on pattern 
mining has been applied to the radio frequency identification dataset in hospital for staff 
and patient movements analysis [16].  
 
We are happy to edit this special issue and believe that it brings together the some of the 
cutting edge research in multi-disciplinary domain. The special issue on intelligent 
approaches to complex systems is a compilations of some of the cutting-edge research 
going in different domains by utilizing advance analytics and optimization tools from 
decision sciences to address the problems in manufacturing processes, inventory 
management, weather prediction, and supply chain.  The guest editors would also like to 
thank Professor Nickolas S. Sapidis, Editor-in-chief of International Journal of Intelligent and 
Engineering Informatics and, for his invitation to edit the special issue. Special thanks are 
herewith extended as well to all contributors and anonymous referees for their valuable 
time and efforts in the review process. 
 
The special issue starts with bibilometric analysis on two most utilized methods in decision 
sciences analytic hierarchy process (AHP), Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to 
Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) and their hybrid methods [29].  The issue presents a novel 
knowledge driven approaches to solve sensor placement problem in assembly processes 
[30]. An approach for capacity planning is proposed under price and demand uncertainty 
using inter programming or optimization and Markowitz mean-variance model for risk 
assessment [31]. To address one of the complex predictive problem of weather forecasting 
recurrent neural network is proposed and validated by [32]. To enhance the classification 
capability, Iquebal and Pal, [33] have proposed integration of the Mahalanobious Taguchi 
transformation with Artificial Bee Colony Optimization. To further enhance the autonomous 
decision making capability at different stages in the lamb supply chain a multi-agent 
architecture based framework is proposed by Mishra et al. [34]. 
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